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I. INTRODUCTION 
A standard approach both for the numerical solution as well as the 
deduction of certain theoretical properties of partial differential equations 
is their replacement by appropriate difference equations. Another standard 
approach is the use of Fourier transforms. These two approaches could be 
combined if the transformed equation could be replaced by a difference 
equation which could then be solved. IJnfortunately, this combination is 
usually of little use for numerical considerations since the Fourier transform 
of a good approximation to the solution of an equation is not gcncrally a good 
approximation to the Fourier transform of the solution and vise versa 
However, there is one type of approximating function which is well 
qualified to give a good approximation both to the solution and to its Fourier 
transform, and that is a partial sum of a Hermite Series. This is true because 
the Hermite functions are eigenfunctions of the Fourier transform cor- 
responding to eigenvalues of modules 1. Thus solutions in terms of Hermite 
series of the transformed equation may be interesting from a numerical 
point of view. 
The transformed equation of a partial differential equation with constant 
coefficients is just an equation of the form 
W) ‘a = f(x) (1) 
where x is an n-dimensional variable and P is a polynomial. 
A natural class of generalized functions to work with when dealing with 
Fourier transforms are the “tempered distributions” of Schwartz. Finding 
the solution to (I) in this context when f is a tempered distribution is the 
“division problem” posed by Schwartz. It has been solved, in complete 
generality, but in the form of an existence theorem, by Lojasiewicz [3] and 
Hijrmander [2]. Another approach was used by Nower [4]. We shall construct 
a solution in the form of a Hermite series, under certain restrictions on thef 
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and P. This will be done by first deriving and then solving a difference 
equation involving the Hermite coefficients. l In certain cases we find by the 
same procedure another, nontempered solution whose local behavior is 
better. 
We shall use a nonstandard Hermite representation of tempered distri- 
butions of the form 2 +(Y) h,( x w ) h ere the c,J Y) are tempered distributions 
on Rn-l, x a real variable. This representation, as well as the main results, 
will be found in Section 2. In Section 3 the proofs of the basic lemmas arc 
given while in Section 4 the theorems constituting the main results are 
proved. Some required properties of Hermite functions of the first and 
second kind are collected together in the Appendix. These are in addition 
to the usual properties to be found in, say, Szegii [6], and may be of interest 
in themselves. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
The Hermite representation to be used is as follows: Letf be a tempered 
distribution on R”, x be in R1, Y be in Rn-l. If f were a continuous 
(tempered) function, we could represent it by the series C ck( Y) &(x) where 
ck(Y) = jTmf(x, Y) h&x) dx. But this integral doesn’t make sense as the 
value of the distribution f on h, [since &(x) is not a test function in S(Rn)]. 
However, by using the representation f(x, Y) = DF(x, Y) where F is a 
continuous function on R” (see Schwartz [5, Vol. II, p. 951) of polynomial 
growth, we may then consistently define the coefficients by 
(.,(Y) = ~(O.PZI....P?J (-1)“’ irn F(x, Y), h;“(x) d,x. 
-m 
We see easily that each ck(Y) is itself a tempered distribution on R”-l which 
satis$es, for some integers p, q 3 0, n - I-tuple Y, and uniformly bounded 
sequence of continuous functions G,(Y), 
ck(Y) = (k + I)“(Yz + 1)‘1 DrG,(Y). (4 
Indeed, 
s 




--m (x2 +:‘;;‘$ + 1)4 @‘%4(x2 + l)‘(Y” + I)* dx 
= (Y” + I)4 1” Fyx, Y) 2*f’ hk+,(x)akm dx, 
-m m=-2rl--l)1 
1 The author wishes to thank J. Korevaar for suggesting this approach. 
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where 4 is chosen so large that P E L2 and akm is constant and of the order 
(k + 1)Q+p1/2. 
On the other hand if a sequence of distributions satisJies (2) then the series 
C ck(Y) hk(x) converges to a tempered distribution in the sense of tempered 
distributions (i.e. in (57)). The partial sums can be shown to be the derivatives 
of a uniformly convergent sequence of continuous functions all of which 
are majorized by the same polynomial. This is sufficient to give convergence 
in (S’). (see Schwartz [5, Vol. II, p. 961.) 
Moreover, if C clc(Y) h,(x) = ZPF(x, Y) where F is continuous and of 
polynomial growth, then we have 
2 c,(Y) h;:‘l)(x) = D(“,p 2....JbJqx, y>, 
whence we see, after multiplication by h2’(x) and integration with respect 
to x, that the cJY> are the coefficients of DF(x, Y). 
In the sequel we shall find it convenient to introduce functions A, related 
to the Hermite functions. 
DEFINITION. 
f h&4 ___ , Im z jz 0, 
Ii&) = *=n h&4 L+&) dq 
g/G&s + i0) + &(Z - iO), Imz=O. 
Some properties of these functions are given in the Appendix, including 
ones which guarantee that the definition makes sense. 
Our main result will require three lemmas which contain the basic tricks 
needed to get the series solution. 
LEMMA 1. Let f be a tempered distribution on Rn, ck(Y) its Hermite coef- 
ficients asgiven by (1); cx a complex number; then the equation (x - a) g(x, Y) = 
f (x, Y) has the two formal solutions 
g(x, Y> = f ak(K 4 hk(x) and g(x, Y) = f WC 4 h&4> 
k=O k=O 
zuhere 





ak( Y, a) = c c,,(Y)&(a) h,(n) h,,(u) &.(,T)). 
li 4 
LEMMA 2. Let P(x, Y) ~_ Z71=, (x - mi(I’)) he u real irreducible poly- 
nomial with finitely many multiple zeros on the xaxis, lef 
for Y not at a multiple zero; then 
and a formal solution to Pg -:~ f is given by 
LEMMA 3. Let P(x, y) be any irreducible polynomial with y restricted to 
some compact interval. Let C be a contour in the complex x-plane which encloses 
the zeros of P(x, y). Then 
h,(x) &a(x) - h&9 &c(x) & TI ^ X’ndx) dx 
c PC? Y) J c WY Y) 
is a polynomial in y and a formal solution to Pg = f is given by 
Unfortunately these formal solutions do not always give us functions, 
nor for that matter even tempered distributions since either the multiplication 
may be invalid, or the series may not converge or the coefficients may have 
too rapid a rate of growth in Y. Nevertheless we have 
THEOREM I. Let f(x) be a tempered distribution on RI; then f(x)/x - cy. 
given by C a,h,(x) zf lm 01 # 0 and C &h,(x) zf Im 01 == 0 is a tempered 
distribution or R1 whose order depends only on the order off. 
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A fundamental solution to a partial differential equation is a solution to 
the equation P(i(2/%x), 42/2y))LJ = 6. If we take the transform of both sides 
of such an equation we obtain P(x, y)u = 1/2~. Any solution to this trans- 
formed equation or one which can easily be converted to such a solution 
we also give the name “fundamental solution.” This terminology is employed 
in the following theorems. 
THEOREM 2. A ‘tfundumentaZ solution” to P(x, y)f(x, y) = I, (x,y) E FP 
is the tempered distribution given by (x“ + l)“f*(x,y) where f “(x, y) is the 
solution given in Lemma 2 to P(x, y)f*(x, y) = (x2 + 1)-l’ and p is a positive 
integer which depends on the multiplicity of the zeros of P(x, y). This is valid 
even when P(x, y) is reducible. 
THEOREM 3. Let P(x, y) have only real zeros in some compact interval Z 
of the y axis, and let J be any compact interval of the x-axis. The “fundamental 
solution” to 
f% Y)f (x7 Y) = & 
given by the series in Lemma 3 is an L2[J x I] function. 
3. PROOF OF LEMMAS 
By formal solution in the conclusion of the lemmas we mean one obtained 
under the assumption that the series and integrals converge and the various 
operations performed are legitimate. Rather than proceeding to prove the 
conclusion true assuming that we know its form, we shall proceed in a problem 
solving fashion to obtain it. This has the advantage that it may be emulated 
in similar problems. 
The problem is the one of finding a,; such that 
(x - a) c a,h,(x) = 2 c,h,(x). 
Using the fact that xh,(x) = v’/(lz-T lrj) h,.,,(x) + d(k$j h,-,(x) we see 
that the left side of the equation becomes 
4:i 
__- k+l ii __ ak+l - 2 a:a/c + J -a,-1 2 ( h,(x). 
Since the Hermite coefficients are unique, we may equate the coefficients 
on the two sides of the equality and get the recurrence relation 
--- akfl - ciak + 
2 
2 up-1 = ch. . 
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We need merely solve this recurrence relation to get our a, However 
since we are aiming toward a tempered solution the naive approach of 
specifying a, and a, and defining a, inductively isn’t the proper one since 
in that case it looks like ak will grow too fast. \Vc derive another scheme 
which works for Im u f 0. 
Since we do know a solution of the homogeneous equation, namely the 
sequence (&(oI)], we might try to use it to generate a solution to (3). If we 
substitute h,hk(ol) for a,, we change (3) into 
which we can solve explicitly for Ab,, -= bk+l - b, , getting 
(4) 
Thus we have 
or 
whence we get, by summing by parts, and b>- replacing 
the expressions which we find in the conclusion of Lemma 1. 
Let P be any real irreducible polynomial of the two variables x and Y. 
We may assume (by linearly transforming R” into itself if necessary) that P 
has the form 
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whose coefficients /3”(Y) are polynomials in Y. We now try to form a sequence 
of distributions {ale(Y)} such that 
qx, Y) c Uk( Y) h,(x) = c cdY> h(4 
Considered as a polynomial in X, P(x, Y) has r-zeros 
which can be numbered in such a way that the functions u?(Y) are continuous 
(at least it we avoid multiple zeros). 
We attempt the same trick that worked for Lemma I, namely, to substitute 
for uk the expression 
u,(Y) = 1 bc~(Y) h,(+(Y)) (6) 
j=l 
and try to find a simple recurrence relation among the 6,‘s. Since we have now 
a polynomial of degree r, on multiplying C a&, by P(x, Y) as in the one- 
dimensional case, we get a (2r + 1)-term recurrence relation among the a*‘~. 
Since we have r unknown &‘s, it is permissible to introduce r - 1 side 
conditions on the bk’s. The multiplication of C an(Y) h,(x) by the factor 
(X - al(Y)) gives us, after the substitution of (6) has been made, the following 
expression for the new coefficient of the series, 
We introduce our first side condition which consists of setting to 0 the 
sum of those terms of (7) containing the differences Abk and Ab,+, ; that is, 
& Ab,i ,&+ h,+,(q) - Abi,p, $ h,p,(aJ = 0. (8) 
We then multiply the remaining terms by the factor (X - CQ( y)) and 
introduce a second side condition identical with (8) except that thej-th term 
is multiplied by (olj - 0~~) and the sum is from j = 2 to Y. This procedure is 
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repeated until we get to the last factor (x - a,.(y)), which, when we multiply 
by it, gives us the series whose coefficients are 
These we set equal to the coefficients of the given series, the cl&. Thus we 
have Y equations, which if we denote the j-th term in the sum in (8) by dj , 
become the Eq. (8) and the (r - I) equations: 
C ("j - %)Ca, - 4 ... (Uj - a&) dj = srsc,; , s=2 ,...) Y. (10) 
j=s 
We solve these simultaneously for (I, and find that 
n (oIj - q) d, ~~ P,(olj ,y) dj = Cf; ) .; = 1, 2 )..., Y. (J 1) 
i 7‘ ,
We may now proceed as in Lemma 1, by first replacing d, by the longer 
expression and then solving for the A!J,~~, which arc given formally by 
This expression, it should be observed, is exactly the same as (4) except for 
the factor I /%P/?x(cx:,( Y), Y). Th us we may obtain expressions corresponding 
to (5) and (5a) for 6,,‘(Y) h,(o+( Y)). Hence by again summing by parts we get 
the expression of 1 /P~((Y~( Y), Y) times 
(13) 
for the first, and by setting Q(Y) = 0 
C cn(Rn(aj) hk(“lj) - hn(a;) LB(a;)) 
,,= 0 
(134 
for the second expression by using Abel’s formula. 
By summing the expressions (13) and (13a) with respect to j from I to r, 
we get a sequence C+;(Y) such that the series z CZ?,(Y) hk(x) formally gives a 
solution to our problem. 
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This is almost the conclusion to our lemma. We need still show that 
This follows immediately if we take the partial fraction expansion of 
1 
P(x & iE,Tj = jJ;=, (x -+)+ ’ 
and then use the fact (see Appendix) that 
*m h&) b&4 
i 
dx = -h,(z) h,(z) for n > k. 
--m x--z 
For aj such that Im aj # 0 we may take the limit as E ---f 0 under the integral 
sign. 
For real olj we get 
lj-I$l &QYj -t iE) h,.(Ej + i,) -1 #&Yj - G) h,(olj - ic) 
which because of the continuity of h, and the definition of W,(X) for x real 
is the same as Jn(q) h,(ol?). 
In order to prove Lemma 3, we use the formula in 13a for the coefficients 
of our solution. From the Appendix we see that 
g,, = hi;&, - /i,.h,L 
is a polynomial. Therefore, by the residue theorem, we have 
where C is any contour enclosing the zeros of P(x, y). Thus (13a) is converted 
into the form seen in the conclusion of the lemma. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS 
We now need to consider to what extent the formal solution in the lemmas 
represent distribution solutions. 
We need a few additional easy lemmas for the proof of the theorems. 
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LEMMA 4. Let Q(Y) be the discriminant of P(x, Y), i.e. 




= h&4 he(x) 
Q(y) s-, P(x, Y) dx 
is a continuous function. 
The proof is clear because each LP/8x(orj , Y) is a factor of Q( Y). 
LEMMA 4a. For n > k, z complex number, 
j Ii&) h&)I < M&)(k + l)3ja (n + l)ljz 
where Ma(z) is a fixed linear polynomial in 1 x i. 
For the proof we use the fact that 
We then integrate by parts and we use the recurrence formulae 
xh, = and h,’ = &h”l - JFh,,,. 
The conclusion follows from a straightforward application of Schwartz’s 
inequality to 
in the case of Im z f 0. In the case of Im z = 0, we replace l/(x - a) by 
(+) l/(x - z - ic) + (4) l/(x - 27 + ic), and take the limit as E -+ 0 after 
we have obtained the inequality for each of the two terms. 
LEMMA 4b. For n < k, x real, / h,(x) hp(x)l < Mb(k + l)lj2 (n + 1)li2 e”’ 
where Mb is a constant. 
By lemma 4a 
h&4 ho(x) h,(x) hlco / < / M,(x)1 (n + 1)“’ 1% 1. 
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But 
since I h(O)1 < -\/2K + 1. 
Thus since h,(x) = const e~“‘/~, the conclusion follows. 
LEMMA 4c. For each integer p > 0, n 3 k, Im z # 0, 
Again we use 
-m h&4 hk4 dx = 
I is 
m (2n $ I)--” h&)(X2 - D2)” I+- h,(x) ( &, 
-cc X-Z --m 5-X) 
<< const(2n + I)-“(2k + 2p)* /jT, / x - z i-4P-2 d,x/“’ 
Now by using Lemmas 4a and 4b for the case in which cx is real and 4a 
and 4c when it is not, we reach the conclusion of Theorem 1. 
In order to prove Theorem 2, we first divide both sides of P(x, y)f(x, y) = 1 
by (x2 + 1)” where p is to be specified. This makes the right side 
g(x, y) = (x” + 1)-P satisfy (x2 - d2/dx2)fl-’ g E L2 and therefore 
c,(y) = jm gh, = (2n $ 
-a3 
I)-~‘1 j [(x2 - $yg[ h, 
will satisfy C ] c,,(2n + l)p-l I2 < cc. Now by Lemma 4, 
is a continuous function which is of polynomial growth since the zeros of 
P(x, y) are of polynomial growth. Moreover, by lemma 4a, it can be shown 
to grow no faster than a polynomial times (n + l)rjz (k + l)3!2 so that the 
series Cn cnQ( y) and Y) easily converges (if p > 3) uniformly on compact 
sets. The series Cn k,Q( Y> and r>/Q( Y>> converges therefore except at the 
zeros of Q(y). But by Theorem 1, this is a series of tempered distributions 
and thus may be taken to be the derivatives of finite order, say nz, of a series 
of continuous functions. Moreover, this series of continuous functions may 
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be shown to be equicontinuous and therefore uniformly convergent on 
compact sets. Since its terms are dominated by a polynomial this uniform 
convergence implies convergence in S’, and since differentiation is continuorrs 
in S’, the In-t11 derivatives also converge in S’ to a tcmpercd distribution. 
But this is exactly our original series. The series C,, ~,a,,,;( y) is just one 
choice of the series of quotients and therefore also converges. Moreover its 
limit will satisfy condition (2) of Section 1. 
Furthermore, even if I’ is not irreducible, a similar series converges 
provided Q(y) is the product of the discriminants of the irreducible factors 
of P(x, y). But does this also give as a solution to our recurrence formula ? 
That it does is verified by the fact that 
which in turn can be shown by using recurrence formulae to get rid of the 
P(x, y). Of course if P(zc, y) is reducible then we no longer have lemma 4a 
holding but we do have a similar result in which higher powers of (n + 1) 
and (k + 1) occur, so that by proper choice ofp the series C c,Qu,,~ converges. 
The proof of Theorem 3 uses the fact that CtLi (n + 1) 1 cn( y)i” is 
dominated by a continuous function on 1 by Bessel’s inequality. From this 
the L2(J x I) convergence of the solution series follows from the asymptotic 
formula (see Appendix) and the following inequality: 
where fi y) is continuous on I. 
APPENDIX. PROPERTIES OF h, AND & 
The following properties are useful to us: 
1. The series 
converges for Im z f 0. 
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where y = Re z f ice if Im z > 0 and y = Rex - i~3 if Im x < 0. 
4. The function I%, satisfies the differential equation 
h”; = (9 - (272 + l))RR for 72 = 0, l,..., (A4) 
and the recurrence formula 
~&=J!jL~wl+iC/~I;n+l for n=0,1,2,...,Imx#O. 
5. For x on the real axis 
jj,y+ h”,(x + ic) - 6,(x - ~‘6) = -2nih,(x) for n = 0, 1, 2,... . (A5) 
6. An analytic representation of h,(x) hk(x), n < k, i.e., 
hn(X) h(x) dx 
x--z ’ 
is given by 
- &h,(z) hb(x) for Im x J- 
7. For n < k, h”,h, - t&h, = g,, is a polynomial 
given by 
c&k(‘) = ak n hL-nl &fix) h,(z) 
0. 646) 




‘I4 < ahn < 4 
I 
k-n 
(n + 2)(k + 2)/l” 
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Property 1 is a consequence of the asymptotic formula 
(See [6, p. 1981.) 
Property 2 is obtained by our using the recurrence formula for h,’ to find 
that 
We may consider the series defining h, more carefully to deduce that the 
series (Al) is an alternating series for z -= Z’X -f 0 which converges to a 
function approaching 0 as .2: -+ &co. We note also that 2/hN2(z) + 0 as 
:V - cn for nonreal z. Hence for such z we have 
\ fL 1’ 2 2 2 -- 
I h, i -p-?,jZ-fh,2=-th,2’ 
and since &Jh, has a zero at I; ice, we see that this expression in Property 3 
is the correct one. 
The fact that R,, satisfies the same differential equation as h, (Eq. (A4) in 
Property 4) can be verified directly using the expression (A3). The recurrence 
relation is most easily seen to be satisfied by referring back to the series 
expression for A, . 
We shall prove Property 5 to be true by induction. The left side of the 
expression is (we use .w + i0 to mean lim,,,, x * in), for n = 0, 
ii& -+ i0) - &,(x - i0) x --h,(x) /x’~‘m 2h,‘(z) dz 
* z--is0 
The series expression for h, yields the equality 
h,Rnm,., - IE”h,,+l == ti’----- ;-‘1 for n = 0, I,..., 
from which we get 
{/T,+cl(x + io) - L, +& - io)} h,(x) = {hn(x + i0) - &(x - iO)l h,+,(x). 
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Thus the induction deduction is satisfied except possibly at the zeros of h, 
which points may be filled in by the continuity of h,,, there. 
To verify Property 6 we solve the equation 
(x - z)f(z, x) = (x - 2) C a&) h&x) = h,(x) 
I; 
by using (14) from which we get 
Uk(4 = I 
-h&, h&4 N2-k 
-h&4 hc(4 N<k 
Thus one choice for a solution is 
which series converges uniformly in x for Im x # 0 by Lemma 4c. By 
multiplying both sides of the above equality by hK(x) and integrating with 
respect to x over (-00, co) we get the expression 
s ;J(x, 4 Mx) dx =-zfi&) h ). Gw 
But the only continuous function which is a solution to the equation is 
.fb 4 = ([h&)1/(x - 4, which, on substitution into the integral, gives 
us (A6). 
We may see that the expression g,, in (A7) is a polynomial by induction 
on k. We have already indicated that gnSn+r = 2/d@ + 1 after which we 
may use the recurrence formulae for hk and h, , which being the same, hold 
for g& . This also, coupled with the recurrence formula for hkenpl , enables 
us to find that 
from which the indicated inequalities may be derived. 
A digression. The fact that the analytic representation for h,h, vanishing 
at +ico is given by Property 6 above enables us to calculate an analytic 
representation for other functions as a series. Indeed, if f(x) E?‘/~ is 
tempered function (or distribution), i.e. if f(x)/h,(x) = CrX,j anha and 
( a, / < M(n + 1)P then 
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is an analytic representation for f. For example, if f(x) := e m2’, we may 
calculate that 
Compare the espression in Bremermann [I, p. 941 (This could be pursued 
further but we resist the temptation to do so.) 
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